September 6, 2017

GTI meet in Wolfsburg: Coming Home 2017 – Part 2
→ Volkswagen organises Golf GTI1 fan meet on

16 September 2017 at the Volkswagen Arena in Wolfsburg
→ Programme of events focused on the GTI for all interested
visitors
Wolfsburg – GTI – these three initials have stood for sport and high
performance at Volkswagen for more than four decades. But they also
stand for an active fan community that spans the globe. That's because
the enthusiasm for this cult favourite Volkswagen performer continues to
this day. To mark the end of this year's season – following the GTI meet at
Wörthersee lake in May – Volkswagen is inviting fans of the Golf GTI to
the Volkswagen Arena in Wolfsburg on Saturday, 16 September 2017. A
special highlight: fans will have the opportunity to drive their own Golf
GTI in a procession through the factory in which the first GTI rolled from
the assembly line 41 years ago.
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"We were asked about setting up a GTI meet in Wolfsburg during the
Wörthersee event", says Jürgen Stackmann, member of the Board of
Management of the Volkswagen brand. "With this event we are
demonstrating that we listen to our fans, and we hope to welcome as
many of them as possible here at the main plant in Wolfsburg – the
birthplace of the GTI."
The meet will begin at 10 am in the parking area in front of the
Volkswagen Arena. Events in the programme include a procession of cars,
an open-air cinema, various live art performances and a wakeboard show.
Food and drinks will be on hand courtesy of Wörthersee-style food trucks
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such as a 'Bulli' ice cream. Also included in the programme of events: a
daycare area where children can paint on the body of a Volkswagen Golf.
An exclusive selection of current and historic GTI generations which is sure
to make enthusiast hearts race. Even race cars from Volkswagen
Motorsport as well as the newest members of the GTI family will be
presented. Also sure to attract a lot of attention are the 'Apprentice GTIs'
from the last 10 years, which were also on display at the Wörthersee
event. Each of these vehicles stands out with its own unique style and
theme.
The Golf GTI procession, which is scheduled for the afternoon, passes
through the East Gate and goes via Mittelstraße to Südstraße, past the
brand’s tower and then towards the power station. On-site registration is
required in order to participate in the Golf GTI procession through the
factory. Up to 250 vehicles will be able to take part in the event. Should
the number of interested participants exceed the number of available
spots, priority will be given according to time of on-site registration on
16 September 2017.
Parking spaces directly adjacent to the stadium will be available exclusively
for GTI drivers. There will be signs indicating additional parking spaces in
close vicinity to the arena. Parking is free on a first-come, first-served
basis.
Golf GTI (169 kW / 230 PS) fuel consumption in l/100 km: urban 8.2 - 7.8
/ extra-urban 5.5 - 5.3 / combined 6.4 - 6.3, CO2 emissions (combined) in
g/km: 148 – 145; efficiency class: D
2) Golf GTI Performance (180 kW / 245 PS) fuel consumption: 8.7 - 8.2
(urban), 5.4 - 5.2 (extra-urban), 6.6 - 6.3 (combined); CO2 emissions in
g/km: 150 - 144 (combined), Efficiency class: D-C
1)

About the Volkswagen brand: We make the future real.
The Volkswagen Passenger Cars brand is present in more than 150 markets throughout the world and
produces vehicles at over 50 locations in 14 countries. In 2016, Volkswagen produced around 5.99 million
vehicles, including bestselling models such as the Golf, Tiguan, Jetta and Passat. Currently, 196,000 people
work for Volkswagen across the globe. The brand also has 7,700 dealerships with 74,000 employees.
Volkswagen is forging ahead consistently with the further development of automobile production. Key
strategic themes for the future are electric mobility, smart mobility and the digital transformation of the
brand.
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